This chapter compares conventional static measures of competitive balance with measures that take account of the mobility of teams into the upper ranks of professional leagues, which we call dynamic competitive balance. We use this measure to compare the open soccer leagues that permit entry by the process of promotion and relegation, to the closed leagues of North America where there is no automatic right of entry. We also identify the theoretical distribution of entrants to the top k ranks assuming that all teams have equal probabilities of winning. We find that the open leagues (OL) we study are less balanced, dynamically, than closed leagues (CL), and also that OL lie much further away from the theoretical distribution than CL.
Introduction
All schemes used in the United States punish excellence in one way or another. The European football approach punishes failure by promoting excellent minor league teams to the majors and demoting (relegating) poor performing major league teams back down to the minors. The revenue loss from a potential demotion to a lower class of play is severe punishment for low quality-severe enough that salary treaties, league sharing arrangements, and unified player drafts are so far thought to be unnecessary, even though star salaries are enormous. It is an interesting economic question as to which system achieves better results. Rosen and Sanderson (2001) Since Superbowl I in 1967 the NFL has expanded from a league of 16 teams to one of 32. During this period 17 different franchises have won the Superbowl. In Serie A, the top division of Italian soccer, 48 different teams have participated since 1967, but there have been only 11 different winners.
1 Serie A has had more teams not because it is a larger league-in most seasons only 18 teams compete for the championship title. However, the institution of promotion and relegation permits new teams to enter the league each year. Nonetheless, despite having more competitors, fewer teams seem to have a chance of winning-less than quarter of the teams in Serie A over the period have one, compared to half of the current NFL franchises. Moreover, a similar story emerges if any of the North American leagues are compared to the national soccer leagues of Europe.
2 In other words, soccer leagues tend to be much less balanced than the major leagues. However, this is not true when measured in the way that has been conventionally adopted in the sports literature. This chapter proposes a way of measuring competitive balance that permits comparison between the North American closed leagues (CL) and the open leagues (OL) of Europe.
This enables us to address some important policy issues. It is a longstanding proposition in sports economics that "better" means "more balanced" results (e.g. Rottenberg, 1956) . Competitive balance refers to the expectations of fans about who will be the winner. In a perfectly balanced contest fans believe all outcomes are equally possible so there is complete outcome uncertainty. In a perfectly unbalanced contest the winner is known ex ante with probability 1. It seems reasonable to suppose that without at least some degree of competitive balance, fans will loose interest in a competition. A stronger proposition would be that, all else equal, a more balanced contest is a more interesting one. This proposition is widely accepted (see Szymanski, 2003 , for a survey of the evidence). Most importantly, it has frequently been accepted by the courts as a justification for restrictive agreements concerning the sharing
